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ACTIVITIES 
 
Hello my friends! I Hope you 're Fine! 
Today we are going to do some exercises of revision. 
Let's start! 
I- Are you good at History? 
Match the columns. 
 

1. Teacher Suelane was born on........ 
2. The French Revolution was on......... 
3. America was discovered on....... 
4. Tiradentes died on..... 
5. Independence Day of Brazil was on..... 

 
(. ) 10/12/1492 
(. ) 04/21/1792 
(. ) 09/07/1822 
(. ) 07/14/1789 
(. # 07/28/1957 

 
Now write the dates above in full. 
Model: 
Teacher Suelane was born on July twenty-eighth, nineteen fifty-seven. 

 
2.______________________ 
3.______________________ 
4.______________________ 
5.______________________ 
 
II- Do you remember the difference between Simple Present and Present Progressiva? 
Let's check! 
Read the information on page 16 (your book), do the green part and choose the correct alternative. Pay attention! 
1. We use________to talk about something that is happening now. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive 
2. In _________we have subject+to be+verb+_ing. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive. 
3. The sentence "Peter is watching TV now", is in: 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive. 
4. We use ___________to talk about routine, habits. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive. 
5. When the subject is he, she,It, we have verb+_s. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive. 
6. With adverbs of frequency (always, never, often...), we use______. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive. 
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7. With the adverbs now, at the moment, we use_____ a. simple present b. present progressive. 
8. In a question we use do/does+subject+verb. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive 
9. The sentence"Paul goes to school every day", is in___________. 
a. simple present 
b. present progressive. 
10. Is the question" Does Paul plays tennis after school?" 
a. right? 
b. wrong? 
Correct it if it is wrong: 
_______________________ 
11. Is the question"Are you doing your homework now?" 
a. right? 
b. wrong? 
Correct it if it is wrong: 
____________________ 

 
III- Simple Present or Present Progressive? 
Circle the correct alternative. 
1. John is dancing/dances with his friends now. Every day he is 
dancing/dances with them after school. That's why he always is 
arriving/arrives home late, and his mother is getting/gets angry with him. 
2. Look at the windows! It's raining/rains right now! 
3. - Where are you, Jane? 
- Now I am working/work. 
- But it's Saturday? 
- So what? I always am working/work on Saturdays! 
4. Sophie doesn't/don't speak English. 
5. The girls doesn't/don't clean their bedroom on Sundays. They clean/cleans 
it on Fridays. 
 
IV- Complete the sentences below with Simple Present or Present Progressive 
of the verbs in parentheses. 
1. - Where is Ted? 
- He _____________( take) a shower now. 
2. Mom _______(make) a chocolate cake at this moment. It's dad's birthday 
today. But she rarely__________(make) cakes herself, she often 
______________(buy)them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

OBSERVAÇÕES 

 
 

 

 

 BOA SORTE! 


